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Abstract. By means of two well-known examples it is demonstrated that the
method of extracting programs from proofs is manageable in practice and may yield
efficient programs. The Warshall algorithm computing the transitive closure of a
relation is extracted from a constructive proof that repetitions in a path can always
be avoided. Secondly, we extract a program from a classical (i.e. non constructive)
proof of a special case of Dickson’s Lemma, by transforming the classical proof into
a constructive one. These techniques (as well as the examples) are implemented in
the interactive theorem prover Minlog developed at the University of Munich.

1. Introduction

The objective of this paper is to show that the method of extracting
programs from proofs is not only a powerful metamathematical tool,
but is also of considerable practical interest: used in a refined way it is
applicable to rather involved proofs and yields concise and efficient pro-
grams which moreover are provably correct. We present two examples
highlighting different aspects of the method. The first is a constructive
proof dominated by equational reasoning. It is dramatically simplified
by an extensive use of term rewriting techniques. The second is a short
and elegant non-constructive proof. We translate it into a constructive
proof and extract an efficient higher type program.

In the following we discuss the examples in some detail. The first
starts from a constructive proof of the following

Proposition [Warshall]. For every two points j, k in the finite field
of a given relation R we can either find a repetition-free R-path leading
from j to k or else find that there is no such R-path.

Given this proof, we can extract a very short and readable program
that corresponds to the Warshall algorithm. This is remarkable, be-
cause the naive test for reachability via the relation R in a set of n
elements has complexity O(n4), whereas the Warshall algorithm does
the same with complexity O(n3). The reason for the fact that our proof
yields the better algorithm is of course the phrase ‘repetition-free’ in
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the statement. But at the ‘mathematical’ level this is a rather obvious
requirement, and since the program can be obtained automatically once
the formal proof is known we have here an instance of the (Bates and
Constable, 1985) goal of ‘very high level programming’.

The second example, a special case of Dickson’s Lemma (Dickson,
1913), has been proposed in (Veldman and Bezem, 1993).

Proposition [Dickson]. Let f(0), f(1), . . . and g(0), g(1), . . . be two
infinite sequences of natural numbers. Then there are indices i, j ∈ N,
i < j, such that f(i) ≤ f(j) and g(i) ≤ g(j).

Proof . Let i0 ∈ N be such that f(i0) = min{ f(i) | i ∈ N } and,
inductively, in+1 > in such that f(in+1) = min{ f(i) | i > in }. Clearly
we have i0 < i1 < . . . and f(i0) ≤ f(i1) ≤ . . .. By the wellfoundedness
of N, the sequence g(i0), g(i1), . . . cannot always decrease strictly. Hence
there is a k ∈ N such that g(ik) ≤ g(ik+1). Now the numbers i := ik
and j := ik+1 are as required.

This proof can be viewed as a simplification of Nash–Williams’
minimal–bad–sequence argument for Higman’s lemma (Nash-Williams,
1963). Clearly it is not constructive since it requires determining the
minimum of an infinite set. However, by applying a refined version of
the A-translation, we get a constructive proof that contains a (higher
type) primitive recursive program computing from arbitrary sequences
f(0), f(1), . . . and g(0), g(1), . . . indices i < j ∈ N such that f(i) ≤ f(j)
and g(i) ≤ g(j).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief descrip-
tion of the formal system we are working with. In section 3 we sketch
program extraction via Kreisel’s modified realizability and apply this
in section 4 to the Warshall example. In section 5 we develop a refined
version of the A-translation which will enable us in section 6 to trans-
form the classical proof of our Dickson proposition into a constructive
proof and to obtain a program from the translated proof.

Both examples are implemented in the interactive theorem prover
Minlog developed at the university of Munich. For a brief intro-
duction to the system see (Benl et al., 1998). The Minlog system
as well as the examples and the Minlog manual are available at
http://www.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de/∼logik/

2. Intuitionistic arithmetic for functionals of finite type

The system we consider is essentially Heyting’s intuitionistic arithmetic
in finite types HAω as described e.g. in (Troelstra, 1973). Classical
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Warshall and Dickson 3

arithmetic is obtained by restriction to formulas without the construc-
tive existential quantifier ∃∗ but using the classical definition ∃ = ¬∀¬
instead. Equations are treated on the meta level by identifying terms
with the same normal form.

2.1. Gödel’s system T

We use Gödel’s system T of primitive recursive functionals of finite
type formulated as a simply typed lambda calculus with higher type
arithmetic constants.

Types. boole | nat | ρ× σ | ρ→ σ.

Constants. trueboole | falseboole | 0nat | Snat→nat | Rboole,ρ | Rnat,ρ.

Rnat,ρ is the recursor of type ρ → (nat → ρ → ρ) → nat → ρ (where
→ associates to the right). Rboole,ρ is of type ρ → ρ → boole → ρ
and represents boolean induction, i.e. definition by cases. Instead of
Rboole,ρrs t we will often write if t then r else s.

Depending on applications we may add further ground types and
constants.

Terms. xρ | cρ (cρ a constant) | 〈r, s〉 | π0(r) | π1(r) | λxρr | rs
with the usual typing rules. We will use the convention that application
associates to the left, i.e. rs t means (rs)t, and the “dot notation” which
makes the scope of a binder as large as possible, i.e. λx . rs means
λx(rs).

Conversions. (Writing t+ 1 for St.)

π0〈r, s〉 7→ r

π1〈r, s〉 7→ s

(λx r)s 7→ r[s/x]
Rboole,ρrs true 7→ r

Rboole,ρrs false 7→ s

Rnat,ρrs0 7→ r

Rnat,ρrs(t+ 1) 7→ st(Rnat,ρrst).

We let =βR denote the congruence generated by these conversions and
identify terms r, s with r =βR s. By the normalization theorem due to
(Tait, 1967) and (Troelstra, 1973) every term in Gödel’s T has a unique
normal form w.r.t. the rewrite relation generated by 7→. Hence we can
decide whether r =βR s holds by normalizing both r and s. Treating the
calculus modulo =βR makes proofs much shorter and more perspicuous
because we don’t have to handle equations at the logical level.
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2.2. Arithmetic

Predicate symbols and atomic formulas. Each predicate symbol P has
a fixed arity that is a tuple of types (ρ1, . . . , ρk). Atomic formulas are
of the form P (rρ1

1 , . . . , r
ρk
k ). If P is of arity () then the atomic formula

P () will be written simply P .
The choice of the predicate symbols depends on the particular prob-

lem in consideration. In most cases there will be the predicate symbols
⊥ (falsity) of arity () and atom of arity (boole). The intended interpre-
tation of atom is the set {true}. Hence ‘atom(t)’ means ‘t = true’. If
confusion is unlikely, we will write t instead of atom(t).

Formulas. Pt(r
ρ1
1 , . . . , r

ρk
k ) | A ∧B | A→ B | ∀xρA | ∃∗xρA.

A formula not containing ∃∗ is called negative or classical. Negation
and the classical existential quantifier are defined by

¬A := A→ ⊥
∃xA := ¬∀x¬A.

Axioms for boolean and natural induction.

Ind∀p A(p): A(true) → A(false) → ∀pA(p)
Ind∀n A(n): A(0) → ∀n(A(n) → A(n+ 1)) → ∀nA(n).

Axioms for the constructive ∃∗.

∃∗+x,A(x): ∀x .A(x) → ∃∗xA(x)

∃∗−x,A(x),B: ∃∗xρA(x) → ∀xρ(A(x) → B) → B

with the usual proviso that x is not free in B.

Predicate-axioms. Usually one will postulate axioms for describing the
intended interpretation of the predicate symbols. For example

Ax>: atom(true) (truth axiom)
Ax⊥: ⊥ ↔ atom(false) (falsity axiom)

In most cases the intended interpretation of a predicate symbol P is
a decidable relation with a decision procedure represented by a closed
term t: ρ1 → . . .→ ρk → boole, where (ρ1, . . . , ρk) is the arity of P . In
that case we include the axiom

AxP : ∀~x . P (~x) ↔ atom(t~x) (characteristic axiom)
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and we call P decidable.
For reasons to be explained later we require that the predicate ax-

ioms are negative formulas, i.e. do not contain ∃∗. Otherwise there is no
restriction, except, of course, that they should be true in the intended
model.

Derivations are formulated in a natural deduction calculus written as
Curry-Howard typed lambda-terms.

uB (assumptions) | axioms |
(λuA dB)A→B | (dA→BeA)B |
〈dA, eB〉A∧B | πi(dA0∧A1)Ai |
(λxρdA)∀x

ρ A | (d∀xρ Atρ)A[tρ/xρ]

where in the ∀-introduction λxdA x must not be free in any B with uB

a free assumption variable in d.
A derivation without free assumptions is called a proof. More gen-

erally, a derivation d of a formula A using only assumptions from a set
of formulas Γ is called a proof of A from Γ, written Γ ` d :A.

It is easy to see that stability, ¬¬A → A, is provable for all nega-
tive formulas A, by using boolean induction and the axioms Ax> and
Ax⊥. Hence, restricting ourselves to negative formulas (which is not a
restriction from a classical point of view) we have full classical logic.

3. From intuitionistic proofs to programs

We now describe how from a proof of a constructive ∀∃∗-statement

∀x∃∗y B(x, y),

where B(x, y) is negative, a program t can be extracted such that

∀xB(x, tx)

is provable. We will do this via Kreisel’s modified realizability inter-
pretation (Kreisel, 1959) which is treated extensively in the literature
(Troelstra, 1973), (Troelstra and van Dalen, 1988), (see also Berger,
1993, Berger and Schwichtenberg, 1995).

3.1. Program extraction

The extraction operation maps every derivation d of a formula A to a
term [[d]] ‘realizing A’. The term [[d]] is the program extracted from the
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derivation d. In particular, if A is the formula ∀x∃∗y B(x, y), B(x, y)
negative, then ‘[[d]] realizes A’ will mean ∀xB(x, [[d]]x) i.e. [[d]] correctly
meets the specification A.

We assign to every formula A an object τ(A) that is either a type
or the symbol ∗. Then τ(A) will be the type of the program extracted
from a proof of A (provided τ(A) 6= ∗).

τ(P (~s)) := ∗

τ(∃∗xρA) :=
{
ρ if τ(A) = ∗,
ρ× τ(A) otherwise.

τ(∀xρA) :=
{
∗ if τ(A) = ∗,
ρ→ τ(A) otherwise.

τ(A0 ∧A1) :=
{
τ(Ai) if τ(A1−i) = ∗,
τ(A0)× τ(A1) otherwise.

τ(A→ B) :=


τ(B) if τ(A) = ∗,
∗ if τ(B) = ∗,
τ(A) → τ(B) otherwise.

A formula is called computationally meaningful if τ(A) 6= ∗. Otherwise
it is called a Harrop-formula. Note that negative formulas are Harrop-
formulas.

Next for every derivation d of a computationally meaningful formula
A we define the extracted program [[d]]: τ(A). For assumption variables
uA we set [[uA]] := x

τ(A)
u , where xτ(A)

u is some object variable associated
with the assumption variable uA in a one to one way, and inductively

[[λuAd]] :=

{
[[d]] if τ(A) = ∗,
λx

τ(A)
u [[d]] otherwise.

[[dA→Be]] :=
{

[[d]] if τ(A) = ∗,
[[d]][[e]] otherwise.

[[〈dA0
0 , dA1

1 〉]] :=
{

[[di]] if τ(A1−i) = ∗
〈[[d0]], [[d1]]〉 otherwise.

[[πi(dA0∧A1)]] :=
{

[[d]] if τ(A1−i) = ∗
πi[[d]] otherwise.

[[λxρd]] := λxρ[[d]],

[[dt]] := [[d]]t.
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The axioms are realized by suitable closed terms. For induction axioms

Ind∀n A(n):A(0) → (∀n .A(n) → A(n+ 1)) → ∀nA(n)

the realizing program [[Ind∀n A(n)]] is the recursor

Rnat,ρ: ρ→ (nat → ρ→ ρ) → nat → ρ,

where ρ = τ(A(n)). Similarly boolean induction is realized by Rboole,ρ.
For the ∃∗-axioms we set

[[∃∗+xρ,A]] :=

{
λxρx if τ(A) = ∗,
λxρλyτ(A)〈x, y〉 otherwise.

[[∃∗−xρ,A(x),B]] :=

{
λxρλfρ→τ(B)fx if τ(A) = ∗,
λzρ×τ(A)λfρ→τ(A)→τ(B)fπ0(z)π1(z) otherwise.

It is convenient to extend the definition of [[d]] to derivations dA where
A is a Harrop-formula, by setting in this case [[d]] := ε, where ε is
some new symbol. This applies in particular if A is negative. Hence the
extracted program of a predicate axiom is ε.

Example. It is easy to see that for every quantifier free formula C
containing only decidable predicate symbols, there is a term tC such
that C ↔ tC is provable. Therefore for such C we can easily derive a
scheme of proof by cases

CasesC : (C → A) → (¬C → A) → A.

The proof term is

λuC→A
1 λu¬C→A

2 . Ind∀p . (p→C)→(C→p)→A

(λutrue→C
3 λuC→true

4 . u1(u3Ax>))
(λufalse→C

5 λuC→false
6 . u2λu

C
7 .Ax⊥(u6u7))

tC

dtC→C
1

dC→tC
2

with extracted program

λxρ
1λx

ρ
2.Rboole,ρx1x2tC = λx1λx2 . if tC then x1 else x2

of type ρ→ ρ→ ρ, where ρ := τ(A).
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3.2. Modified realizability

Correctness of the extracted programs is guaranteed by the well-known
soundness theorem (see below) stating that the extracted program
(modified) realizes the formula derived.

We define formulas rmrA, where A is a formula and r is either a
term of type τ(A) if the latter is a type, or the symbol ε if τ(A) = ∗.

εmrPt(~s) := Pt(~s),

rmr∃x∗A :=
{
εmrA[r/x] if τ(A) = ∗,
π1(r)mrA[π0(r)/x] otherwise.

rmr∀xA :=
{
∀x.εmrA if τ(A) = ∗,
∀x.rxmrA, otherwise.

rmr (A0 ∧A1) :=
{
rmrA1−i ∧ εmrAi if τ(Ai) = ∗,
π0(r)mrA0 ∧ π1(r)mrA1 otherwise.

rmr (A→ B) :=


εmrA→ rmrB if τ(A) = ∗,
∀x.xmrA→ εmrB if τ(A) 6= ∗ = τ(B),
∀x.xmrA→ rxmrB otherwise.

Soundness Theorem. If d is a derivation of a formula B, then we
can derive [[d]]mrB from the assumptions {xu mrC | uC ∈ FA(d) }
where xu := ε if uC is an assumption variable with a Harrop-formula
C.

Proof . Induction on the structure of d. The proof can be found in any
of the cited literature on realizability; see for instance (Troelstra and
van Dalen, 1988).

Clearly if B is negative then εmrB = B. (Note this need not be the
case for arbitrary B with τ(B) = ∗.) Hence for formulas of the form
∀xρ∃∗yσB(x, y) with negative B(x, y) we have τ(∀x∃y∗A(x, y)) = ρ→
σ and

tmr∀x∃∗yA(x, y) = ∀xA(x, tx).

Therefore we obtain as a corollary to the soundness theorem the
following.

Extraction Theorem. From a proof d of ∀xρ∃yσB(x, y), B negative,
from negative assumptions Γ one can extract a closed term [[d]]ρ→σ such
that the formula ∀xB(x, [[d]]x) is provable from Γ.
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Usually Γ consists of lemmas, i.e. true formulas that we could but
do not prove in order to keep the derivation d short. The theorem says
that this abbreviation does not affect program extraction.

4. The Warshall algorithm

The Warshall algorithm computes the transitive closure of a relation;
its complexity is O(n3), whereas the naive algorithm needs O(n4) steps.
Using the extraction method described in the preceeding section we will
obtain this ‘clever’ algorithm from a proof that uses only the basic idea
of Warshall’s algorithm, i.e. to avoid repetitions in paths.

Besides nat we will use an additional ground type nats for lists of
natural numbers representing paths with natural numbers as elements.
It will be useful to have an error object ⊥nats, since a natural function
for concatenation of two paths will be only partially defined.

Lists x̂, ŷ, ẑ are generated from the empty list ε and the error object
⊥nats by means of ∩, which constructs a list k∩x̂ from a number k and a
list x̂. x, y, z (without hatˆ) denote lists 6= ⊥nats, i, j, k, l,m, n natural
numbers.

Our language consists of the following relation and function symbols
with their intended meaning. We deal with a binary relation R on
{0, 1, . . . , n−1}, whose transitive closure is to be determined.

k in x̂: k occurs in the path x̂,
rf(x̂): x̂ is a repetition free path,

Pi(x̂, j, k): x̂ is an R-path from j to k
whose inner elements are < i,

x̂ · ŷ: concatenation,

where the concatenation function x̂ · ŷ is defined as follows. If x̂ and
ŷ are lists with the same end and initial point respectively, then x̂ · ŷ
is the list obtained by concatenating the two, where the same end and
initial point is used only once. If end and initial points are different,
the result is the error object ⊥nats.

In the formal proofs we will make extensive use of equational rea-
soning, in the sense that a built-in term rewriting system is used to
automatically decide or simplify atomic formulas in this language.

Now, we can formulate the goal that for our relation R (notationally
suppressed) and given i, j, k there exists a path which either is empty
(then there is no R-path from j to k with inner elements < i) or
connects j and k with inner nodes < i and is repetition free. Note that
in both cases the path is total.
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Proposition.

∀i, j, k∃∗x{[x = ε→ ∀y¬Pi(y, j, k)] ∧ [x 6= ε→ Pi(x, j, k) ∧ rf(x)]}.

We use the following assumptions:

Pi(x, j, k) → Pi+1(x, j, k) (1)
P0(x, j, k) ∧ j 6= k → R(j, k) (2)
Pi(x, j, i) ∧ Pi(y, i, k) → Pi+1(x · y, j, k) (3)
Pi(x, j, i) ∧ rf(x) ∧ Pi(y, i, k) ∧ rf(y) ∧ ∀z¬Pi(z, j, k) → rf(x · y)(4)
Pi+1(x, j, k) ∧ ¬Pi(x, j, k) → ∃yPi(y, j, i) ∧ ∃zPi(z, i, k) (5)

The last assumption (where we used the classical ∃) contains the main
idea of the proof: if there is a path from j to k whose inner elements are
smaller than i+1, but not smaller than i, then there exist paths from j
to i and from i to k with inner elements smaller than i. Assumption (4)
can be seen as follows: under the given hypothesises x · y could only
contain a repetition if x and y have a common inner element. But this
would contradict ∀z¬Pi(z, j, k).

Proof . Induction on i. Basis. Given j, k. Case j = k. Let x := j∩ε.
Then we have P0(j∩ε, j, k) since j = k and rf(j∩ε) by definition. Case
j 6= k. Subcase R(j, k). Let x := j∩k∩ε. Then we have P0(j∩k∩ε, j, k)
since R(j, k) and rf(j∩k∩ε) since j 6= k. Subcase ¬R(j, k). Let x := ε.
We obtain ∀y¬Pi(y, j, k) by using (2).

Step i+ 1. Given j, k. By IH we have xi. We must find xi+1.
Case xi = ε. Then we have ∀y¬Pi(y, j, k). By IH, applied to j, i,

(i, k respectively) we have xi,j,i and xi,i,k, i.e. paths from j to i (i to k
respectively) with inner elements smaller than i.

Subcase xi,j,i = ε. Then we have ∀y ¬Pi(y, j, i). Let xi+1 = ε.
Given y. Assumption: Pi+1(y, j, k). By (5) (since ¬Pi(y, j, k)) we have
∃yPi(y, j, i); contradiction.

Subcase xi,j,i 6= ε.
Subsubcase xi,i,k = ε. Then we have ∀y¬Pi(y, i, k). Let xi+1 = ε.

Given y. Assumption: Pi+1(y, j, k). By (5) (since ¬Pi(y, j, k)) we have
∃zPi(z, i, k); contradiction.

Subsubcase xi,i,k 6= ε. Let xi+1 := xi,j,i · xi,i,k. Then, by (3) we have
Pi+1(xi+1, j, k) and by (4) rf(xi+1), since ∀y¬Pi(y, j, k) follows from
xi = ε.

Case xi 6= ε. Let xi+1 := xi. Then we have rf(xi+1) and Pi(xi+1, j, k),
hence Pi+1(xi+1, j, k) by (1). This concludes the proof.

From a formal proof of this proposition we have extracted in Minlog
the following program; this is the original output, with only the names
of the variables adjusted and indentation added.
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[R]nat-rec
([j,k][if j=k then con j eps else

[if R j k then con j(con k eps) else eps]])
([i,g,j,k][if (g j k)=eps then

[if (g j i)=eps then
eps else
[if (g i k)=eps then

eps else
dot(g j i)(g i k)]] else

g j k])

To make this program more readable, we give the (primitive) recursion
equations for the function f defined by it, returning for given i, j, k
either a path from j to k with inner elements smaller than i or the
empty path ε. We again suppress the parameter for the given relation:

f(0, j, k) := if j = k

then j∩ε

else if Rjk

then j∩k∩ε

else ε

f(i+ 1, j, k) := if f(i, j, k) = ε

then if f(i, j, i) = ε

then ε

else if f(i, i, k) = ε

then ε

else f(i, j, i) · f(i, i, k)
else f(i, j, k)

Remarks. 1. In order to get a truly O(n3) algorithm f has to be
understood as a function computing for every i an n × n matrix of
paths (and not as a function of three arguments).

2. The Warshall algorithm was also considered by (Broy and Pepper,
1981) and (Pfenning, 1990) in the context of program optimization.
Pfenning informally reads off the algorithm from a similar proof and
claims that this could be done automatically.

3. The Dijkstra algorithm has been treated similarly in (Benl and
Schwichtenberg, 1999). However, the proof is somewhat more complex;
in particular one has to be careful to select the right language. The
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program extracted from the proof is as readable as the one above and
not much longer.

5. From classical to intuitionistic proofs

In our second example we will study a non-constructive proof of a
special case of Dickson’s Lemma. To extract a program we need to
transform this proof into a constructive one. In the following we de-
scribe in general how and under which conditions a classical existence
proof, i.e. a proof of ∃yB, can be transformed into an intuitionistic
existence proof, i.e. a proof of ∃∗y B. This method is mostly referred
to as H. Friedman’s A-translation (Friedman, 1978). It was indepen-
dently investigated in (Dragalin, 1979), and variants were considered
in (Leivant, 1985) and (Troelstra and van Dalen, 1988). In (Murthy,
1990) this translation has been applied to a classical proof of Higman’s
Lemma. The results there however showed that a literal application
leads to an explosion in size of the translated proof and in turn of
the extracted program. For this reason we use a refinement of the
A-translation, developed in (Berger and Schwichtenberg, 1995). First
we allow assumptions (without computational content) and second we
apply the translation only when necessary, i.e. to atomic formulas with
so-called critical relation symbols (see below). Using this refinement
the extracted programs will in general have a simpler control structure
and thus will be more efficient and more readable.

The basic idea of the translation is as follows: by means of Gödel’s
well-known negative translation a classical proof of ∃y B (say B atomic
for simplicity) is transformed into a proof in minimal logic of the same
formula (recall that ∃y B = (∀y.B → ⊥) → ⊥). Since in minimal logic
the propositional constant ⊥ does not play a special role, it may be
replaced by an arbitrary proposition, for example by

A := ∃∗y B.

Applying this to our minimal proof of ∃y B yields a proof in minimal
logic of (∀y.B → A) → A. Since the premise, ∀y.B → A, is a theorem
of intuitionistic logic, we obtain an intuitionistic proof of A.

To describe the refinement we first set

∃y1, . . . , yk

n∧∧
i=1

Bi := (∀y1, . . . , yk . B1 → . . .→ Bn → ⊥) → ⊥

or more briefly ∃~y
∧∧

iBi := (∀~y . ~B → ⊥) → ⊥. Suppose we have a proof
d:∃~y

∧∧
iBi, where Bi is quantifier free, using a set of Π-assumptions
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Γ = {∀~x1C1, . . . ,∀~xnCn }, where the Ci are quantifier free. We may
assume that the Bi and Cj are purely implicational formulas (otherwise
using the logical equivalences [A ∧ B → C] ↔ [A → B → C] and
[A→ C ∧D] ↔ [A→ C]∧ [A→ D] we can push ∧ to the outside). To
specify the atomic formulas affected by the translation we set

L := {C1, . . . , Cn, ~B → ⊥}

and define the set of L-critical relation symbols as the smallest set
satisfying the following conditions:

(i) ⊥ is L-critical.

(ii) If (~C1 → P1(~s1)) → . . . → (~Cm → Pm(~sm)) → R(~t) is a positive
subformula of a formula in L, and if for some i Pi is L-critical,
then R is L-critical.

We let A := ∃∗~y
∧∧

iBi and define an A-translation relative to L:

⊥A := A and for R 6= ⊥

R(~t)A :=
{

(R(~t) → A) → A if R is L-critical,
R(~t) otherwise,

(B → C)A := BA → CA.

Now, a constructive proof of ∃∗~y
∧∧

iBi can be generated with help of
the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. C → CA is derivable for any C ∈ {C1, . . . , Cn}.

Lemma 2. There is a derivation of ∀~y. ~BA → A.

Following the ideas sketched in the raw translation the A-translation
transforms the proof d:∃~y

∧∧
iBi into a derivation

dA: (∀~y . ~BA → A) → A

from the assumptions ∀~x1C
A
1 , . . . ,∀~xnC

A
n . By lemma 1 these assump-

tions are provable (from the Π-assumptions they come from), and by
lemma 2 the premise ∀~y. ~BA → A is provable.

To summarize, we end up with a proof of A = ∃∗~y
∧∧

iBi from the
assumptions ∀~x1C1, . . . ,∀~xnCn, which (compared with the original A-
translation) uses significantly fewer case distinctions (cf. Berger and
Schwichtenberg, 1995).
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6. The computational content of Dickson’s Lemma

In this section we study a non-constructive proof of a special case of
Dickson’s Lemma. The proof will be given informally, but in such a
detail that it will be immediately clear how to formalize it. We sketch
how this proof is transformed into a constructive one by applying the
method above, and discuss the extracted program.

6.1. The classical proof and its translation

Recall Dickson’s Lemma for pairs of sequences:

Proposition. ∀f, g ∃ i, j. i < j ∧ f(j) 6< f(i) ∧ g(j) 6< g(i).

Analogously to the informal proof given in the introduction, we will
use a (classical) minimum principle saying that if there is an x with
property P (x), then there also exists a minimal one, w.r.t. a given
measure function m:

∃x P (x) → ∃x (P (x) ∧ ∀y.m(y) < m(x) → ¬P (y)).

Proof of the proposition. Let f and g be given. Consider the set

M := {x | ∀y ≥ x. f(y) 6< f(x)}.

1. M is not empty because f has a global minimum (Use the minimum
principle with P (x) :≡ > and m :≡ f).

2. There is an i ∈ M minimal w.r.t. g, i.e. ∀y (g(y) < g(i) → y 6∈ M)
(Apply the minimum principle at P (x) :≡ x ∈M and m :≡ g).

3. By a third application of the minimum principle with P (x) :≡ x > i
and m :≡ f we obtain an element j > i, s.t. ∀y > i. f(y) 6< f(j).

Now, i and j are as desired: f(j) 6< f(i) because i ∈M , and, using the
minimality of i, for proving g(j) 6< g(i) it suffices to show j ∈ M , i.e.
∀y ≥ j f(y) 6< f(j). But this holds by minimality of j and since i < j.

To transform this proof into a constructive one we have to look at
the set of formulas L steering the translation. Here, it consists of the
kernel of the wrong assumption

u: ∀i, j. i < j → f(j) 6< f(i) → g(j) 6< g(i) → ⊥.
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and the kernels of the Π-assumptions, tacitly used in the proof above

C1: x ≤ y → x < y

C2: x < y → y ≤ z → x < z.

Furthermore in the proof of the minimum principle (omitted) one use
the assumptions

C3: x < y → y < z + 1 → x < z

C4: ¬x < 0

which also have to be taken into account. Clearly the only L-critical
relation symbol is ⊥. Therefore C4: ¬n < 0 and the wrong assumption
u are the only assumptions affected by the translation. We do not show
the constructive proof, since despite its computational content it is of
no interest here.

6.2. The extracted program

The program extracted from the constructive proof depends on the
proof of the minimum principle which in turn can be proved by zero-
successor induction. Since we have used the minimum principle three
times, we obtain a program containing three nested subroutines called
Φ,Ψ and Ξ. For better readability we informally communicate them
via recursion equations. The program takes two functions f and g as
inputs (notationally suppressed) and returns a pair i < j such that
f(i) ≤ f(j) and g(i) ≤ g(j).

extracted-solution = Φ(f(0) + 1)(0), where

Φ: nat → (nat → nat× nat)

Φ(0)(i) = dummy

Φ(k+1)(i) = Ψ(g(i)+1, i,Φ(k))

Here dummy: nat × nat is some arbitrary term extracted from an Efq-
Axiom.

Ψ: nat → nat → (nat → nat× nat) → nat× nat

Ψ(0, i, h) = dummy

Ψ(l+1, i, h) = Ξl,i,h(f(i+1)+1)(i+1)

Ξ: nat → nat → (nat → nat× nat) → nat → nat → nat× nat

Ξl,i,h(0)(j) = dummy
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Ξl,i,h(m+1)(j) = if g(j) < g(i)
then Ψ(l, j,Ξl,i,h(m))
else if f(j) < f(i)

then h(j)
else (i, j)

Remarks. 1. The program above can be optimized by suppressing
the recursion parameters k, l and m which serve only as counters.
Furthermore –as we will argue below– the zero cases may be omitted.
We get the

optimized-solution = φ(0), where

φ(i) = ψ(i, φ)
ψ(i, h) = ξi,h(i+ 1)
ξi,h(j) = if g(j) < g(i)

then ψ(j, ξi,h)
else if f(j) < f(i)

then h(j)
else (i, j)

This optimized solution can also be extracted directly from the proof
as follows: Observe that the minimum principle immediately follows
from the principle of wellfounded induction w.r.t. a measure m:

∀x(∀y(m(y) < m(x) → P (y)) → P (x)) → ∀xP (x)

In the proof above this principle was reduced to ordinary zero-successor
induction, and hence realized by a primitive recursive functional. How-
ever it is also possible to realize wellfounded induction directly by the
recursive functional

Rτ : (nat → nat → τ) → nat → τ :
Rhx = hx(Rh)

AlthoughRτ formally is not primitive recursive and even is not total (!)
it can be easily seen to realize wellfounded induction. Moreover it can be
shown that in any extracted program this realizer may be substituted
for the primitive recursive realizer of wellfounded induction without
changing the input-output behavior of the program (but possibly mak-
ing it more efficient). In our example this replacement results precisely
in the optimized solution shown above.
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2. Because of its second-order sub-program ξ the extracted program
φ is probably not easy to understand. However one can transform it
into the following more transparent first-order iterative program.

modified-solution = mod(ε, 0, 1), where

mod(s, i, j) = if g(j) < g(i)
then mod(s ∗ i, j, j + 1)
else if f(j) < f(i)

then if s = ε

then mod(ε, j, j + 1)
else mod(lead(s), last(s), j)

else (i, j)

Here s runs over finite sequences of natural numbers, s ∗ i denotes
s with i attached at the end, and last(s) and lead(s) denote the last
element of s and s without the last element respectively. We emphasize
that neither for a correctness proof nor for efficiency reasons is this
transformation necessary.

3. Note that, of course, already the classical proof tells us that the
systematic search for a pair (i, j) such that f(j) 6< f(i) and g(j) 6< g(i)
will be successful. However, such a brute force search program doesn’t
use any information given by the proof whereas the extracted program
does and hence has a chance to be ‘more efficient’. Experiments with
random sequences have confirmed this, even though a precise analysis
of the efficiency of the extracted program remains to be done. It is not
even clear what notion of efficiency should be used for programs with
infinite sequences as inputs.

4. In order to obtain a good program from our proof of Dickson’s
Lemma we had to be very careful in formulating the assertion: for ex-
ample instead of ≤ we had to use 6>. We hope to improve our extraction
procedure such that it will be robust w.r.t. such changes and allows the
user to formulate the problem in a most natural way.

7. Conclusion

In recent years quite a number of formal systems for extracting pro-
grams from constructive and non-constructive proofs have been studied
and implemented. However not so many interesting examples have been
presented yet, which would show that this method might be of practical
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interest in the future. With this paper we tried to do one step in this
direction by showing that fairly complicated proofs can be treated with-
out problems and yield good results. A more involved example, done
recently in the Minlog system, is the extraction of the normalization-
by-evaluation algorithm from a Tait-style normalization proof (Berger,
1993). Other interesting examples of program extraction have been
studied by the group around Coquand (see e.g. Coquand and Persson,
1999) in a type theoretic context and by Kohlenbach (Kohlenbach,
1996) using a Dialectica-interpretation.
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